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THE ANGELS ARE COMING!You are not alone. Whatever obstacle or challenge you face,

whatever threat or adversary looms before you, whatever ability you seek to gain or mountain of life

you want to conquer, divine angelic help is ready to intervene on your behalf. When the unlimited

power of magickal angels stand with you, obstacles become opportunities, low times become

springboards for better days, relationships blossom, illness becomes wellness, challenges become

victories and miracles happen!In Angels of Miracles and Manifestation, best-selling spiritual,

magickal and paranormal author Embrosewyn Tazkuvel, reveals the secrets to summoning true

magickal angels. And once called, how to use their awesome divine power to transform your

compelling needs and desires into manifested reality.Angel magick is the oldest, most powerful and

least understood of all methods of magick. Ancient books of scripture from multiple religions tell of

the marvelous power and miracles of angels. But the secrets of the true angel names, who they

really are, their hierarchy, their stewardship responsibilities, their sigils, and how to successfully call

them and have them work their divine magick for you, was lost to the world as a large part of it

descended into the dark ages. But a covenant was made by the Archangel MaeÃ¡dael to the Adepts

of Magick that as the people of the world evolved to a higher light the knowledge and power of

angels would come again to the earth during the time of the Generation of Promise. That time is

now. We are the Generation of Promise that has been foretold of for millennium. And all that was

lost has been restored.It doesn't matter what religion or path of enlightenment and empowerment

that you travel: Wicca, Christianity, Pagan, Jewish, Buddhist, Occult, Muslim, Kabbalah, Vedic,

something else or none at all. Nor does your preferred system of magick from Enochian, Thelemic,

Gardnerian, Hermetic, to Tantric matter. Once you know the true names of the mighty angels, their

unique sigils, and the simple but specific way to summon them, they will come and they will help

you.This revealing book of the ancient Celestine Light magick gives you immediate access to the

divine powers of 14 Archangels, 136 Stewardship Angels, and hundreds of Specialty Angels that

serve beneath them. Whether you are a novice or a magickal Adept you will find that when angels

are on your side you manifest results that you never imagined possible except in your dreams. The

angel magick of Celestine Light is simple and direct without a lot of ritual, which makes it easy even

for the novice to be able to quickly use it and gain benefit. While there is a place and importance to

ritual in other types of magickal conjuring it is not necessary with angels. They are supernatural

beings of unlimited power and awareness whose stewardship includes responding quickly to people

in need who call upon them. You do not need elaborate rituals to get their attention.If you are ready

to have magick come alive in your life; if you are ready for real-life practical results that bring



wisdom, happiness, health, love and abundance; if you are ready to unveil your life's purpose and

unleash your own great potential, obtain the treasure that is this book. Call upon the magickal

angels and they will come. But be prepared. When you summon angels, the magick happens and it

is transformative. Your life will improve in ways big and small. But it will never be the same.Want to

know more? Take a moment to click on the Look Inside tab in the upper left of this page to see the

full extent of the marvels that await you inside this book!
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I bought this book a few days ago, used one of the angel names and sigil exactly as the instructions

indicated. Within hours, YES, I SAID WITHIN 3 or 4 HOURS, I got the best news regarding what I

requested for. People, this stuff works! Be positive and trust the Angels to answer you and they will!

Please do not allow any negative review to block you from using knowledge from this book. You will

definitely hear, see and read strange and uncommon things when you lean towards mysticism and

spirituality so don't be deterred. Very very few people know the real thing. Follow your intuition. I

followed mine, bought this book, got an instant result and will keep calling the Angels when the need



arises. If one could give more than 5 stars, this book would have gotten it from me. I sincerely thank

the author for releasing such a treasure to the world. Thank you.

I will disclose this review is incomplete because I have not worked with any of the scores of angels

listed in Embrosewyn's encyclopedic work on the angelic realm, which angels are in charge and

over what. My impressions a third way through the almost 500 page books is that his personal

accounts, while in some cases seems right out of a gifted writers' imagination, are real stories. So

real I didn't want to skip to the section on how to call on a specific angel(s) for help with this or that

issue I may find myself challenged with.Well I finally got there (to the section on angels) and now I

am going through the depth and width of angels available to come to our aide. This is a blessing

and a bit of a curse because Embrosewyn covers so many angels in so many categories, one can

become overwhelmed with the choices. My best "Aha" from the book is angels care deeply about

our progress through this life from the grand to the mundane. Want to do your best on an important

school or professional exam? There's an angel for that. Sorry, you still have to study for the exam.

Want to know if you should take the job transfer that is promised to move you up the corporate

ladder faster, but you are not sure how it will work out for you in other aspects of your life (romance

potential, enjoyment of the area, spouse enjoyment of area, etc)? There's an angel for that. Want

increased motivation to exercise consistently? There's an angel for that too! And much, much more.

After all, there are a kajillion angels. Millions and millions more that Embrosewyn backs up with

scripture. So if he is lying...so are the scriptures.In the only 1 Star review of this book so far, the

reviewer complained that some of the sigils looks too simple to take seriously (my words, but her

meaning). She called the book trivial and disturbing. Embrosewyn responded, answering why some

of the sigils are simple. From my inside view of the book, I have yet to run into anything remotely

trivial. The reviewer failed to mention that many of the sigils are intricate in design. So intricate, the

sigil for Abundance can be turned into a stainless steel, onyx and black pearl sculpture and put on

display in the world's fine art museums. And I assure you nothing I have read can remotely be

considered "disturbing" unless one's mind is so closed and wedged deeply into his/her own

perceived dogma, you cannot consider something that is 180 degrees from your set in concrete

points of view. One other negative point she made was that the sigils looked faded or "pixel poor".

My words, her meaning. In my Kindle edition, the sigils are perfectly clear and not faded at all. All

lines are solid in presentation. Read Embrosewyn's response to the negative review in the review

comments section and decide for yourself.The method involved in calling angels has a few more

moving parts than what I am used to with my angelic contacts ritual per books from The Gallery Of



Magick. And perhaps they are less involved than most angelic contact rituals. I don't know because

my depth of this knowledge is not deep at all. In any case, I am open enough from my current

reference points to eagerly perform them to see what results there are to experience.Lastly, I have a

medical issue that has been a problem getting resolved over the last month. I wrote Embrosewyn

about it and he generously offered his advice with a few angel suggestions to bring my issue to for

resolution. Based on something he said, I almost immediately got an idea to write a total stranger

regarding the issue in hopes that they could offer some suggestions. I am a total stranger writing

this person and considered it a Hail Mary, with little change of reply. Within 20 minutes I got a very

detailed response that opened several doors to a solution to the problem I have been struggling with

for a month. I told Embrosewyn about t and he said "It seems the angels were listening and solved

your problem before you asked them to!" Maybe. Maybe not. All I know it was one heck of a

beneficial coincidence. It seems when working with angels, beneficial coincidences happens more

and more. I'll take it.P.S. One criticism of the book is many of the paragraphs are not formatted

properly compared against a book from a big house publisher. Closer attention to this detail will suit

the writer well. Hardly a reason not to buy the book if you want an authorative education on angels

and how to work with them for quick contact and perhaps quicker results.

Literally every chapter is useful! I started working with the Angels and saw immediate, life changing

results. I only wish I had this information earlier in life - so many difficult times could have been

easier! Thank you Embrosewyn!

Heaven is now revealing itself to humanity. For centuries we have only known angels from the

Judeo-Christian tradition. Now these book contains angels whose names were never heard of

before. Let us welcome and call out to them after all there are so many angels, uncountable like

stars in the universe.

In this world of strife and sorrow, we all, at some point of our lives, have experienced incapacity,

being helpless, useless and even suicidal when we cannot get at least, emotional support from our

peers, friends or family members, when facing serious problems.For the first time, and in the most

simplicity way possible to anyone, we are offered immeasurable ways to face our life challenges, to

resolve them and we get this from beings more loving, caring and powerful than any mortals. Even if

you never suffer like the rest of us, and have secrets we don't know, this book is to read, experience

and see how your life change beyond the power of your imagination.Please share and be blessed.



Really glad I bought this book; goes into detail on how angels operate with gorgeous sigils and an

angel for a majority of purposes.I highly recommend it,

Embroswyn's work is nothing but phenomenal! As an Oracle and worker of light ~ the beauty and

truth of these Sacred Mysteries is a gift we thought impossible. His work has revealed the opposite

side of dark use of Magick and has been nothing but short of ONE OF THE BEST manifestations

and finds in my life!

I loved this book since I first turned page 1. Very informative with names and pronouncations of

every angel to call in your time of need with just about every cause and reason imaginable listed. I

think this book would be a great addition to the Words of Power book as well for different exercises

and experiments. I have just begun to tap the full potential this book has to offer and one that will

remain in use for a long time in my kindle library.
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